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TI Designs: TIDEP-0101
Tamagawa Encoder Interface Protocol on AM437x
Reference Design

Description
The commonly-accepted existing solution to interface
Tamagawa SmartAbs full-absolute or Smart Inc
encoders with a drive feedback and control system is
to use a Smartceiver AU5561N1. Use of these
receivers requires additional components, complexity,
and costs to the system. This reference design details
a compatible receiver implementation using Sitara™
AM437x processors, which have an ARM® Cortex®-A9
core and multiple instances of PRU-ICSS. This
receiver implementation bypasses the requirement for
additional components because a single instance of
PRU-ICSS controls the Tamagawa encoder, while the
ARM device and remaining PRU-ICSS resources
handle the drive control, current sense, and industrial
communications. This implementation allows for a
cost-effective, single-chip, industrial drive and
communication solution.
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• Tamagawa Receiver on AM437x Using

PRU-ICSS
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• Supports Data Readout and Reset Frames
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• Servo Drive Control Module
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An IMPORTANT NOTICE at the end of this TI reference design addresses authorized use, intellectual property matters and other
important disclaimers and information.

1 System Description
This reference design implements the Tamagawa receiver on the Sitara AM437x processor using one
instance of the two PRU-ICSS subsystems. The design is capable of communication with Tamagawa
SmartAbs full-absolute and SmartInc encoders at 2.5 Mbps. The implementation is compatible with
Tamagawa Smartceiver AU5561N1.

Industrial drives systems, especially for servo applications like machine tools, robotics, and so forth
require position information with a high degree of precision. Position encoder technologies like EnDat,
Tamagawa, Nikon, HIPERFACE DSL®, and BiSS C provide high-precision position information in digital
format which is then provided to the servo control processor. Tamagawa is one of the most widely used of
these position encoder technologies.

The commonly-accepted existing solution to interface Tamagawa SmartAbs full-absolute or Smart Inc
encoders with a drive feedback and control system typically uses the Smartceiver AU5561N1. Use of
these receivers requires additional components, complexity, and costs to the system. This reference
design details a compatible receiver implementation using the Sitara™ AM437x processor, which has
multiple instances of PRU-ICSS. This receiver implementation bypasses the requirement for additional
components because it requires only one instance of the two PRU cores in one of the two PRU-ICSS
subsystems on the AM437x, while the ARM device and remaining PRU-ICSS resources can handle the
drive control, current sense, and industrial communications. This implementation allows for a cost-
effective, single-chip, industrial drive and communication solution.

On a higher level, the AM437x processor is well suited for a single-chip drive design. The device has
demodulators for sigma delta (ΣΔ) as well as the option of using an on-chip successive approximation
register (SAR) analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The AM437x also has six pulse width modulation (PWM)
instances to drive two three-phase motors. One of the PRU-ICSS subsystems can be used for industrial
Ethernet connectivity such as EtherCAT. The powerful (1-GHz maximum) ARM® Cortex®-A9 series
processor provides an excellent platform for the control algorithm, high-level industrial communication
stack operations, and user applications.

1.1 Key System Specifications

Table 1. Key System Specifications

PARAMETER SPECIFICATION
Modules AM437x IDK and RS485 half-duplex EVM (connected together through wires)

http://www.ti.com
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2 System Overview
The AM437x Tamagawa receiver implementation is a combination of hardware and software. The AM437x
system-on-chip (SoC) and RS485 transceiver are the core hardware components and the PRU-ICSS-
INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES package contains the necessary software. The AM437x Industrial Development Kit
(IDK) and the RS485 half-duplex evaluation module, which contains the RS485 - SN65HVD75DR, are the
boards used for this implementation. The PRU firmware, which is available in PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-
DRIVES, is the core software component that exposes an interface for the application, which executes on
the ARM Cortex-A9 processor. The PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES package includes a diagnostic
application to validate the Tamagawa receiver implementation.

The PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES package is specified for use on top of the Processor-SDK-RTOS,
which provides the TI-RTOS for the AM437x processor. Industrial applications, such as drive control, are
typically built on top of a real-time operating system (RTOS) that runs on an ARM Cortex-A9 processor.
The Processor-SDK-RTOS also provides drivers for various peripherals, such as PWM, I2C, serial
peripheral interface (SPI), and so forth, as well as an operating system abstraction layer (OSAL) that the
application can use. The applications in the PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES package use these
features.

The Tamagawa receiver implementation makes use of the PRU-ICSS0 UART in the AM437x processor.
The firmware, which is written in C, runs on the PRU0 of PRU-ICSS0. The UART transmit and receive
interfaces are connected to the RS485 transceiver (SN65HVD75DR), which is located on a separate
RS485 half-duplex evaluation module (EVM). The RS485 transmit transceiver enable is derived from the
PRU0 GPO because the receive transceiver is always enabled.

The AM437x IDK 3.3-V supply feeds the power for the RS485 half-duplex EVM and also provides 5 V for
the encoder. Both 5 V and 3.3 V are available on the AM437x IDK through the headers.

During start-up, the application that runs on the ARM Cortex-A9 processor initializes the module clocks
and configures the pinmux. The PRU is initialized and the PRU firmware is loaded on PRU0. After the
PRU0 execution starts, the Tamagawa interface is operational and the application can use it to
communicate with the encoder. Use the Tamagawa diagnostic example in the PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-
DRIVES package to learn more about initialization and communication with the Tamagawa interface.

http://www.ti.com
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2.1 Block Diagram

Figure 1. TIDEP-0101 Block Diagram

http://www.ti.com
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2.2 Tamagawa
Tamagawa is an encoder technology used for obtaining high-precision position information in machine
tools, robotics, and so forth. Tamagawa rotary encoders consist broadly of two types: incremental or
absolute. Incremental encoders provide a train of pulses, while the absolute-type provides digital values.
The absolute encoder group contains the single-turn types that provide outputs which can be open
collector or emitter follower. The absolute encoder types include the pure digital encoder types, which
provide a digital word output through a line driver such as an RS485, or a semi-absolute encoder, which
provides both digital word and pulse train outputs. Of the RS485 line-driver output absolute encoders that
provide only digital output, another classification is the full absolute encoder. A full absolute encoder
provides multi-turn digital data, which is known as SmartAbs, and is compatible with the Tamagawa
Smartceiver AU5561N1. Another type of encoders, known as SmartInc, provide single-turn information in
digital format with an RS485 line driver output. The AM437x Tamagawa receiver implementation is
equivalent to the Smartceiver AU5561N1, which can communicate with Tamagawa SmartAbs as well as
SmartInc encoders.

The AM437x Tamagawa receiver communicates with Tamagawa SmartAbs and SmartInc encoders and
provides drive control with digital information to and from the encoder. Tamagawa communication is
broadly classified into three types: data readout, reset, and EEPROM transactions. Four data readout
transactions occur: absolute data in one revolution, multi-turn data, encoder ID, and a combination of all of
these along with the encoder error status. The reset transaction always returns the absolute data in one
revolution while performing different types of resets. Three types of reset are available: reset of absolute
data in one revolution, reset of multi-turn data, and error reset. The EEPROM transaction allows the
system to read and write to the EEPROM in the encoder.

Each transaction has a unique data ID and consists of different fields, namely control, status, data, cyclic
redundancy check (CRC), EEPROM address, and EEPROM data depending on the type of transaction,
that is, data ID.

Each field is 10-bits long, beginning with a start bit and ending with a delimiter. The 8 bits between these
start bits and delimiters depends on the field type. The control field contains the data ID information. Data,
status, and CRC fields similarly contain data, status, and CRC in those 8 bits.

The receiver initially sends the control field to start the communication. This action indicates the type of
transaction to the encoder and the encoder returns this information based on the data ID, as the previous
paragraph explains. The encoder always returns the control field back to the receiver.

In the case of data readout and reset transactions, the encoder returns the control field followed by the
status, data, and ending with the CRC field at the end.

In the case of an EEPROM read or write, the receiver, in addition to the control field, sends the EEPROM
address field (and EEPROM data field for write) followed by the CRC. The encoder returns the control
field, followed by the EEPROM address, EEPROM data, and CRC fields.

The physical layer communication is RS422/RS485 based.

http://www.ti.com
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2.3 Highlighted Products

2.3.1 AM437x
The TI AM437x high-performance processors are based on the ARM Cortex-A9 core. The processors
each provide a rich graphical user interface (GUI). The AM437x has PRU-ICSS coprocessors for
deterministic, real-time processing including industrial communication protocols, such as EtherCAT®,
PROFIBUS®, and others as well as industrial drive protocols such as EnDat, Tamagawa, Sigma Delta,
and so forth. The devices support operating systems like TI-RTOS. Other RTOSs are available from TI’s
Design Network and ecosystem partners.

These devices offer an upgrade to systems based on lower performance ARM cores and provide updated
peripherals, including memory options such as QSPI-NOR.

High-performance interconnects provide high-bandwidth data transfers for multiple initiators to the internal
and external memory controllers and to on-chip peripherals. The device also offers a comprehensive
clock-management scheme.

One on-chip analog-to-digital converter (ADC0) can couple with the display subsystem to provide an
integrated touch-screen solution. The other ADC (ADC1) can combine with the pulse width module to
create a closed-loop motor control solution.

The RTC provides a clock reference on a separate power domain. The clock reference enables a battery-
backed clock reference. The camera interface offers configuration for a single- or dual-camera parallel
port. Cryptographic acceleration is available in every AM437x device. Secure boot is available only on
AM437xHS devices for anticloning and illegal software update protection.

Figure 2 shows the AM437x block diagram.

Figure 2. AM437x Block Diagram

http://www.ti.com
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2.3.1.1 PRU-ICSS
The Programmable Real-Time Unit and Industrial Communication Subsystem (PRU-ICSS) is separate
from the ARM core and allows independent operation and clocking for greater efficiency and flexibility.
The PRU-ICSS enables additional peripheral interfaces and real-time protocols such as EtherCAT,
PROFINET IRT ®, EtherNet/IP™, PROFIBUS, Ethernet POWERLINK ™, Sercos III ™, and others. The
second PRU-ICSS subsystem of the AM437x enables EnDat 2.2, Tamagawa, Sigma Delta and another
industrial communication protocol in parallel. Additionally, the programmable nature of the PRU-ICSS,
along with their access to pins, events, and all SoC resources, provides flexibility in implementing fast
real-time responses, specialized data-handling operations, custom peripheral interfaces, and off-loading
tasks from the other processor cores of the SoC.

Figure 3 shows the PRU-ICSS block diagram.

Figure 3. PRU-ICSS Block Diagram

http://www.ti.com
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2.3.2 SN65HVD75 (RS485)
These devices have robust 3.3-V drivers and receivers in a small package for demanding industrial
applications. The bus pins are robust to electrostatic discharge (ESD) events with high levels of protection
to human-body model (HBM) and IEC contact discharge specifications.

Each of these devices combines a differential driver and a differential receiver, which operate from a
single 3.3-V power supply. The driver differential outputs and the receiver differential inputs are connected
internally to form a bus port suitable for half-duplex (two-wire bus) communication. These devices feature
a wide common-mode voltage range making the devices suitable for multi-point applications over long
cable runs. These devices are characterized from –40°C to 125°C.

2.4 Software Description
At start-up, the application running on the ARM Cortex-A9 initializes the module clocks and configures the
pinmux. The PRU is initialized and the PRU firmware is loaded on PRU0 of PRU-ICSS0. After the PRU0
starts executing, the Tamagawa interface is operational and the application can use it to communicate
with an encoder. Use the Tamagawa diagnostic example in the PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES
package to learn more about initialization and communication with the Tamagawa interface.

This Tamagawa diagnostic example in the PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES package (available at the
path "examples/tamagawa_diagnostic" in the installed directory), also provides an easy way to validate the
Tamagawa transactions. The diagnostic example provides menu options on the host PC in a serial
terminal application (like TeraTerm), where the user can select the data ID code to be sent. Based on the
data ID code, the application updates the Tamagwa interface with the data ID code and trigger
transaction. The application then waits until it receives an indication of complete transaction by the
firmware through the interface before displaying the result. See Industrial Drives User Guide for more
details.

2.4.1 PRU Firmware Design

2.4.1.1 Overview
The PRU firmware is written in C. The firmware sources, as well as the binary, are available in the
"interfaces/tamagawa_receiver/firmware" path in the installed directory of the PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-
DRIVES package.

The firmware first initializes the PRU hardware, after which it waits until a command has been triggered
through the interface. Upon triggering, the transmit data is set up based on the data ID code and the data
is transmitted. The data ID code then waits until receiving all the data that depends on the data ID. The
parsing over the received data then commences, which is again based on the data ID, and the interface is
updated with the result. The CRC verification occurs next and the interface indicates command
completion. The firmware then waits for the next command trigger from the interface.

Figure 4 shows the PRU firmware overview.

http://www.ti.com
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Figure 4. Overview Flow Chart

NOTE: The firmware is an enhancement over the PRU hardware UART example, which is available
as part of the PRU software support package, to manage Tamagawa-specific handling.
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2.4.1.2 Initialization
The ARM application (Tamagawa diagnostic from PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES package) performs
SoC-specific initializations like pinmux, module clock enabling , and PRU-ICSS initialization before
executing the PRU firmware. After enabling the open core protocol (OCP) master ports, the transmit is
disabled (a GPO is used to enable and disable transmit). Set up the UART for a 2.5-Mbps baud rate by
setting the divisors appropriately. First-in-first-out (FIFO) control is enabled and the transmit and receive
FIFO are cleared as well. The next step is setting the protocol for 8-bit data, 1 stop bit, and no parity.

Figure 5 shows the initialization flow chart.

Figure 5. Initialization Flow Chart

http://www.ti.com
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2.4.1.3 Setup Transmit Data
The transmit and receive sizes are determined based on the data ID in the interface. Then copy the
transmit data from the interface to the local buffer.

Figure 6 shows the flow chart for the setup transmit data.

Figure 6. Setup Transmit Data Flow Chart

2.4.1.4 Transmit and Receive
The GPO initially enables the transmit. Write one byte at the beginning of the buffer from the local transmit
buffer that has the data to be transmitted. The firmware then waits until the transmitted data returns (note
that the receive is always enabled, so transmitted data always reflects back). The firmware then copies
the reflected data to the receive buffer from the receive FIFO and continues until all of the data has been
transmitted, after which it disables transmit.

At this point, the encoder starts sending the data and the firmware copies the receive FIFO contents onto
the receive buffer, individually, until all the data has been received.

Figure 7 shows the transmit and receive flow chart.
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Figure 7. Transmit and Receive Flow Chart
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2.4.1.5 Receive Data Parse
Depending on the data ID used for initiating the transfer, the firmware parses the received data and copies
it onto relevant fields in the interface, accordingly.

Figure 8 shows the receive data parse flow chart

Figure 8. Receive Data Parse Flow Chart

2.4.1.6 Verify CRC
The CRC is the last byte of the received data. The firmware then calculates the CRC of the received data
excluding the last byte, compares it with the received CRC value, and updates the CRC status in the
interface.

Figure 9 shows the verify CRC flow chart.

Figure 9. Verify CRC Flow Chart
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2.4.2 PRU Firmware Interface
The firmware exposes an interface as follows. This firmware interface is defined in the file
"tamagawa_interface.h" available at the path "interfaces/tamagawa_receiver/include" in the installed
directory of the PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES package. An application can use this firmware interface
to communicate with the Tamagawa encoder. Note that the Tamagawa diagnostic uses this interface:
struct TamagawaInterface
{

uint32_t version; /**< Firmware version */
uint8_t config; /**< Configuration */
uint8_t data_id; /**< Data ID code */
struct tx { /**< Transmit data */
uint8_t adf; /**< EEPROM address */
uint8_t edf; /**< EEPROM data */
} ;
struct rx { /**< Received data */

uint32_t abs; /**< Data in one revolution */
uint32_t abm; /**< Multi-turn Data */
uint8_t cf; /**< Control Frame */
uint8_t sf; /**< Status Frame */
uint8_t enid; /**< Encoder ID */
uint8_t almc; /**< Encoder error */
uint8_t adf; /**< EEPROM address */
uint8_t edf; /**< EEPROM data */
uint8_t crc; /**< CRC */

};
};

The possible data ID codes in the "data_id" field of the interface structure is as follows:
enum data_id
{

DATA_ID_0, /**< Data readout data in one revolution */
DATA_ID_1, /**< Data readout multi-turn data */
DATA_ID_2, /**< Data readout encoder ID */
DATA_ID_3, /**< Data readout data in one revolution, encoder ID, multi-turn, encoder error */
DATA_ID_6, /**< EEPROM write */
DATA_ID_7, /**< Reset error */
DATA_ID_8, /**< Reset one revolution data */
DATA_ID_C, /**< Reset multi-turn data */
DATA_ID_D, /**< EEPROM read */
DATA_ID_NUM /**< Number of Data ID codes */

};

The configuration macros for the “config” field of the interface structure is as follows:

CONFIG_CMD_PROCESS: Dual purpose, start Tamagawa transaction as well as indicate transaction
completion

CONFIG_CMD_STATUS: Tamagawa transaction status (valid after CONFIG_CMD_PROCESS indicates
transaction completion)

http://www.ti.com
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2.4.2.1 Usage
Use of the Tamagawa interface from an application is as follows:
1. Enter the data ID code in the "data_id" field of the interface structure.
2. Enter the EEPROM address (for EEPROM read and write) and EEPROM data for the EEPROM write

in the "struct tx" field of the interface structure.
3. Apply the logical OR of the CONFIG_CMD_PROCESS onto the configuration field.
4. Wait until the logical AND of the CONFIG_CMD_PROCESS on the configuration field is “0".
5. Read the received data from the "struct rx" field of the interface structure (see Table 2).

NOTE: The firmware does not currently handle EEPROM commands, which TI plans to fix in a later
release of the PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES package.

(1) Though abs and abm are 32 bits, only the least significant 24 bits are valid, the most significant byte (MSB) is always zero. If the
resolution of abs and abm for an encoder is less than 24, the valid bits will be less than 24; in that case, all leading bits would be
zero.

Table 2. Valid Received Data ("struct rx" Fields) for Data ID Codes

DATA ID NUMBER
struct rx FIELDS

abs (1) abm (1) cf sf enid almc adf edf crc
DATA_ID_0 X X X X
DATA_ID_1 X X X X
DATA_ID_2 X X X X
DATA_ID_3 X X X X X X X
DATA_ID_6 X X X X
DATA_ID_7 X X X X
DATA_ID_8 X X X X
DATA_ID_C X X X X
DATA_ID_D X X X X
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3 Hardware, Software, Testing Requirements, and Test Results

3.1 Required Hardware and Software

3.1.1 Hardware

3.1.1.1 AM437x IDK
The AM437x Industrial Development Kit (IDK) is an application development platform for evaluating the
industrial communication and control capabilities of Sitara™ AM4379 and AM4377 processors for
industrial applications.

3.1.1.2 Half-Duplex RS485 EVM
The RS485 Half-Duplex EVM helps designers evaluate device performance, supporting fast development
and analysis of data transmission systems using any of the SN65HVD1X, SN65HVD2X, SN65HVD7X,
SN65HVD8X, and SN65HVD96 transceivers. The EVM board comes without the RS-485 device soldered
to the board.

SN65HVD75 is RS-485 soldered to the board, this is available as sample too.

3.1.1.2.1 SN65HVD75 (RS485)
SN65HVD75 devices have robust 3.3-V drivers and receivers in a small package for demanding industrial
applications. The bus pins are robust to ESD events with high levels of protection to human-body model
and IEC contact discharge specifications.

3.1.1.3 SmartAbs TS5667N320
The TS5667N320 is the Tamagawa SmartAbs encoder used for validation. TS5667N320 is a full absolute
encoder that has a total resolution of 33 bits with 17 bits per revolution resolution and a multi-turn counting
of 16 bits.

The AM437x PRU-ICSS UART transmit and receive signals available on the AM437x IDK header is
connected to the RS485 transceiver (SN65HVD75DR), which is located on the RS485 half-duplex EVM.
The RS485 transmit transceiver enable is derived from the PRU0 GPO, which is also available on the
AM437x IDK header. The receive transceiver is always enabled. The available 3.3 V on the AM437x IDK
supplies the power for the RS485 half-duplex EVM. Table 3 further details the device connections.

(1) On RS485 half duplex EVM, short JMP2-/RE & JMP2-GND as well as GND & EARTH on TB1.

Table 3. Connections

SIGNAL
DEVICE

AM437x IDK HALF-DUPLEX RS485 EVM (1) TS5667N320
Receive (UART Rx) J16-28 JMP1-R —
Transmit (UART Tx) J16-30 JMP4-D —

Transmit enable (GPO-R30) J16-32 JMP3-DE —
3.3V J16-1 TB1-VCC —
GND J16-59 TB1-GND —

RS485 bus A — TB2-A Serial data
RS485 bus B — TB2-B Serial data inverted

5V J16-2 — VCC
GND J16-60 — GND

http://www.ti.com
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NOTE: The Tamagawa specification mentions usage of termination resistors, 220 Ω between bus
terminals A and B, as well as 1 kΩ between bus terminals A, 5V and B, GND. These
termination resistors were not used for this reference design because the cable length
between the encoder and receiver was very short. However, TI recommends to use
termination resistors as indicated in the specification for production use.

A battery supply of 3.6 V was not connected to the encoder; if multi-turn information must be
retained over power interruption, then a battery supply must be provided.

3.1.2 Software
The PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES page contains the necessary software. Pre-built binaries are also
available. The Tamagawa diagnostic is the relevant application. Users can also build this application from
sources; see Industrial Drives User Guide for more details.
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3.2 Testing and Results

3.2.1 Test Setup
The previous Table 3 details the connections between the AM437x IDK and half-duplex RS485 EVM
populated with an SN65HVD75 and SmartAbs TS5667N320.

Figure 10 shows a photo of the TIDEP-0101 test setup.

Figure 10. TIDEP-0101 Test Setup

The user must execute the Tamagawa diagnostic application referred to in Section 3.1.2 on the AM437x
IDK. Use a pre-built application to get started quickly; to build the application from sources, see Industrial
Drives User Guide . Copy the Tamagawa diagnostic application named "app" from the pre-built binaries to
the uSD card. Copy the required bootloader to the uSD card, as well. This component is not part of the
PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES package but is located in Processor-SDK-RTOS, which can be found
here for AM437x. After installing the Processor-SDK-RTOS package, navigate to the PDK component
folder using the following path "packages\ti\starterware\binary\bootloader\bin\am43xx-evm\gcc". Locate the
file named "bootloader_boot_mmcsd_a9host_release_ti.bin" and copy it over to the file named "MLO" in
the uSD card. Now insert the uSD card into the AM437x IDK uSD card slot.

The application is controlled with a terminal interface using a serial-over-USB connection between the PC
host and the EVM. Connect a USB cable between the PC and the EVM. Then use a serial terminal
application (such as TeraTerm hyperterminal or Minicom) to run on the host (see Figure 11). To configure,
select the serial port corresponding to the port emulated over USB by the EVM. The host serial port
should be configured to 115200 baud, no parity, 1 stop bit, and no flow control. The application starts
executing upon power-on or reset of the AM437x IDK.
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Figure 11. Start-Up Serial Terminal Display

The application provides a menu option on the serial terminal to select the data ID. Upon selecting the
data ID, the Tamagawa transaction starts. After completion, the application terminals shows the
transaction result depending on the selected data ID (see Figure 12).

Figure 12. Data Readout Serial Terminal Display
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3.2.2 Test Results
See Table 4 for the results and see Table 5 for the test details

Table 4. Test Results

TEST CASE NO DATA ID DESCRIPTION RESULT
1 Data ID 0 Data readout data in one revolution PASS
2 Data ID 1 Data readout multi-turn data PASS
3 Data ID 2 Data readout encoder ID PASS

4 Data ID 3 Data readout data in one revolution, encoder ID,
multi-turn, and encoder error PASS

5 Data ID 8 Reset one revolution data PASS
6 Data ID C Reset multi-turn data PASS

NOTE: EEPROM transactions were not executed in testing as they do not work in this application.

Table 5. Test Case Description

TEST CASE NO TEST DESCRIPTION

1
After application starts execution, execute test case 5, rotate rotary part of the encoder 180°, select "DATA ID 0",
verify that ABS reports the value 0x10000 ± 5. Also verify that serial terminal application does not report CRC
failure.

2

After application starts execution, execute test case 6, followed by test case 5, rotate rotary part of the encoder
slightly more than one rotation in either direction from the initial position. Select "DATA ID 1", verify that ABM
reports the value 1 in one direction, while 0xfffe in other direction. Also verify that serial terminal application does
not report CRC failure.

3 After application starts execution, select "DATA ID 2", verify that encoder ID is reported as 0x11. Also verify that
serial terminal application does not report CRC failure.

4
After application starts execution, select "DATA ID 3", verify that encoder ID is reported as 0x11, ABS is reported
as same value as with "DATA ID 0", ABM reported as same value as "DATA ID 1". Also verify that serial
terminal application does not report CRC failure.

5

After application starts execution, select "DATA ID 0" in serial terminal application, ensure that ABS is non-zero,
if it is zero, slightly rotate the rotary part of encoder to make sure it is non-zero. Keep rotary part of the encoder
stationary, select "DATA ID 8" ten times through serial terminal menu one after the other, then select "DATA ID
0", verify that ABS is zero. Also verify that serial terminal application does not report CRC failure for any of the
commands.

6

After application starts execution, select "DATA ID 1" in serial terminal application, ensure that ABM is non-zero,
if it is zero, rotate the rotary part of encoder to make sure it reports non-zero. Keep rotary part of the encoder
stationary, select "DATA ID C" ten times through serial terminal menu one after the other, then select "DATA ID
1", verify that ABM is zero. Also verify that serial terminal application does not report CRC failure for any of the
commands.
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4 Software Files
To download the software files, refer to the PRU-ICSS-INDUSTRIAL-DRIVES package.

5 Terminology
ADC— Analog-to-digital converter

CRC — Cyclic redundancy check

EEPROM— Electrically erasable programmable read-only memory

ESD— Electrostatic discharge

GUI— Graphical user interface

MCU— Microcontroller

OSAL— Operating system abstraction layer

PRU-ICSS— Programmable Real-Time Unit Subsystem and Industrial Communication SubSystem

PWM— Pulse width modulation

RTOS— Real-time operating system

SoC— System-on-chip

SPI— Serial peripheral interface

UART— Universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter

6 About the Author
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